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Abstract: 

This essay was drafted to demonstrate how I will instill the growth mindset within my 

organization in an effort to support my innovation plan. 
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The Growth Starts Here 

Sometime in March, my ELA department gathered for a meeting. This meeting was to 

decide what classes teachers would be instructing the following year. In my second year of 

teaching, 2015-2016, I taught English 2, which is primarily sophomore students. My first year of 

teaching I had taught freshmen and sophomores. I knew that I had big plans for the following 

year. I was going to implement my innovation plan within my school. I had to choose a section 

of students that I knew would give me the highest rate of success. Using my desire to create 

school-wide change, I decided to start with those who had no idea what the culture of the school 

was. I went back to English 1 in an effort to instill the growth mindset and positive learning 

culture in students that still had an open mind concerning the school they attended.  

 Even though my students will walk into my room as new students in a new school, most 

of them will have a preconception of what a high school English class will ask of them. The most 

vital time of the school year will be the first few weeks. Each student must have the opportunity 

to choose the growth mindset within these first few weeks. This is essential to the success of the 

station rotation model and my innovation plan for my organization. My responsibility to the 

students becomes providing them with a project-based unit that offers the ability to “feel-out” the 

station rotation model and the chance to demonstrate skills in absorbing information, analyzing 

information, creating information, and sharing information.  

 The first assignment will provide an opportunity to work through the steps that Carol 

Dweck outlines on the website for her book Mindset. The first step towards a growth mindset 

that must be taken is to comprehend how the fixed mindset works. Dweck labels it as, “Learn to 

hear your fixed mindset ‘voice’” (Dweck, 2010). Students must be introduced to the difference 

between a fixed mindset and a growth mindset. I will accomplish this in the first three days of 
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classes. The first activity I ask my students to do is a creative writing assignment titled, “The 

Six-Word-Story.” Students use the model provided by Ernest Hemingway, “For sale: baby shoes, 

never worn,” to create their own six-word story. While this task may seem simple at first, 

students quickly find that telling an entire story in six words can be quite difficult. Students must 

acknowledge their “fixed mindset voice” that tells them that it is impossible to tell an entire story 

in six words. They must ignore this mindset and turn to the growth mindset that tells them to 

creatively engage in the process of building a story that has significant meaning to them. 

Students will come back to school in the second week with the understanding that to succeed in 

the class they must break out of their comfort zone and work through each assignment eager to 

create something that has significant meaning to them, their peers, and their superiors. 

 Within the first unit, I will ask my students to do something that they have most likely 

never been asked to do before: challenge the authority of their school in a formal, argumentative 

essay. Students will write an essay that argues why the current technology policy in the school 

must be updated. This will challenge the students to hear their fixed mindset telling them, “Why 

should I even attempt this? Teachers have never listened to my opinions on school-related policy 

before, so why would that change now? Even if I write an exemplary essay, nothing is going to 

change.” Students will then be placed in small groups and asked to analyze multiple sources that 

describe how schools around the country are changing their policies to instill 21st century 

learning skills. Students now have the information to support their ideas and it will be up to them 

“to recognize their choice,” (Dweck, 2010) the second step of Dweck’s outline, to either go 

through the motions or to accept the challenge and create an organized response to an outdated 

policy.  
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 Once the students understand their choice of mindset and make the effort to actively use 

the growth mindset, they will take the third step of Dweck’s outline: “Talk back to it with a 

growth mindset” (Dweck, 2010). Students that take on the challenge being asked will begin a 

dialogue with themselves and other students. Students will ask each other, “What is wrong with 

our technology policy? Why does there need to be a technology policy? What needs to be 

included in the technology policy in order to benefit the school as a whole? How can we show 

the policymakers that we should have a say in the policy? How can we get our ideas to the 

policymakers in a professional manner?” These questions demonstrate the students’ abilities to 

take on an issue that directly effects them, create a solution to the issue, and share that solution 

with authorities that may or may not take their words seriously. The last part being the hardest 

for a student to work through. This is where the message of “yet” comes into play. Students may 

become frustrated that their ideas are not immediately acted upon. They will want to see policy 

being changed; however, as students, they will not have the ability to see into offices where there 

is administrative action. They will have to be shown that their essays were offered to 

administration and that their ideas were not simply marked with a red pen and stuffed into a 

binder. The completion of this essay at the beginning of the year allows the opportunity for 

students to see the power of “yet” and patience. Hopefully, at the conclusion of the year, 

administration will have drafted a new technology policy that provides students, teachers, and 

administration an environment that promotes a 21st century learning model. 

 The completion of the argumentative essay will be the final step in developing the growth 

mindset. The fourth and final step being, “Take the growth mindset action” (Dweck, 2010). This 

is not where the journey ends though. Too often students learn a concept or content for a short 

period of time, test on it, and move on to something else. The growth mindset must be part of the 
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culture of the classroom and school. Therefore, it becomes my responsibility to use units filled 

with resources that consistently ask students to use their higher order thinking skills promoting 

the growth mindset. I must also provide students information through a variety of mediums. 

After all, if I am going to promote a new technology policy and 21st century learning, then I must 

incorporate videos that pair with the literature, cooperative learning, and blended learning. 

Students in my class will participate in the station rotation model throughout the entire year, 

which will include assignments asking them to collaborate with their peers to analyze texts, 

audio clips, and video clips in an effort to synthesize information and then create new 

information that they will share using their learning eportfolios. The growth mindset will have to 

be encouraged daily for the entire school year for it to take hold in each student’s mind. My hope 

is that by introducing the growth mindset and working throughout the year in the growth mindset 

my students will take what they have learned and apply it to future classes, which will slowly 

change the culture of the school. Each year that I instill the growth mindset to the incoming 

freshman class is one step closer to filling the school with students that operate in the growth 

mindset.  
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